
15.6.2 Forces Acting on Top-Running Crane Runways

Runway beams supporting top-running cranes are generally made of standard structural sections; a
combination of wide-flange beam and capping channel is typical. Because wheels of these cranes
travel on top of the rails and not on the actual beams, hardened proprietary tracks are not necessary.

The crane wheels exert the same three kinds of reactions on the runway beam as described in Sec.
15.4.2, but applied at the top flange (Fig. 15.12). The AISC Specification and the IBC assign equal
factors for vertical impact, lateral, and longitudinal forces regardless of capacity. Other sources rec-
ommend a sliding-scale approach, designing heavier-duty cranes for proportionally larger loads. For
example, Weaver13 suggests adjusting the load values according to the CMAA service classification
of the crane. The cranes of CMAA class A would be designed for a vertical impact of 10 percent,
lateral load of 10 percent, and longitudinal load of 5 percent of the wheel loads, while the cranes of
class F would be designed for 25 to 50 percent, 15 to 20 percent, and 20 to 30 percent, respectively.
For the majority of CMAA service classifications, this approach results in higher design loading than
required by AISC.
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FIGURE 15.9 Top-running bridge cranes: (a) single-girder; (b) double-girder.
(FKI Industries, Inc.)
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FIGURE 15.10 Dimensional and loading data for single-girder, top-running cranes. (FKI Industries, Inc.)
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